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Abstract--Suggested by the structure of the visual nervous system, a new algorithm is proposed for pattern
recognlt~on This algorithm can be reahzed with a multllayered network consisting of neuron-hke cells The
network, "neocognltron", is self-organized by unsupervised learnmg, and acquires the abdlty to recognize
stimulus patterns according to the &fferencesin their shapes Any patterns which we human beings judge
to be ahke are also judged to be of the same category by the neocognltron The neocognltron recognizes
stimulus patterns correctly without being affected by shifts m position or even by considerable d~stortlons in
shape of the stimulus patterns
Visual pattern recognition
Unsupervised learning
Neural network model

Deformatmn-reslstant
Self-orgamzatmn
Visual nervous system

1 INTRODUCTION
Most of the methods for pattern recogmtlon, especially template matching techniques, are oversensitive to shifts in position and distortions in shape of
the stimulus patterns, and it is necessary to normahze
the position and the shape of the stimulus pattern
beforehand A good method for normahzatlon, however, has not been developed as yet Therefore, the
finding of an algorithm for pattern recogmtmn
which can cope with shifts In position and distortions
in shape of the stimulus patterns has long been desired
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm* which
gwes an important solution to this problem The new
algorithm proposed here can be realized with a
multllayered network consisting of neuron-like cells
The network is called a "neocognltron". It is selforganized by unsupervised learning and acquires the
ablhty for correct pattern recognition
Historically, the three-layered perceptron proposed
by Rosenblatt ~4t is a famous example of networks of
neuron-like cells capable of pattern recognltmn For
some time after the perceptron was first proposed,
great hope was felt for its capability for pattern
* The basic tdea of the new algorithm proposed here was
first reported by one of the authors as a neural network model
for a mechanism of visual pattern recogmtlon m the brain (1 2)
In this paper, we discuss the problem from an engineering
point of wew, and concentrate our &scussmn on the apphcation of the algorithm in pattern recognltmn and learning
Part of th~s paper was reported at the 5th ICPR ~3) by the
authors, and the results of a computer s~mulatlon were
presented as a movte

Posltlon-mvarlant
Multdayered network
Simulation

recognition and a great deal of research was done on
it With the progress of this research, however, it was
gradually revealed that the capability of the perceptron
was not so great as had been expected (s)
The perceptron consists of only three layers of cells,
but it is well known that the capability of a multilayered network can be greatly enlarged if the number
of layers is increased The algorithm of selforganization employed in the perceptron, however,
cannot be successfully applied for the self-organization
of a multllayered network The three-layered perceptron IS trained by supervised learning, a "learningwith-a-teacher" process, and only the deepest-layer
:ells have their input lnterconnectlons reinforced on
instructions from a "teacher" the "teacher" knows the
category to which each of the training patterns should
be classified, and teaches each of the deepest-layer cells
what its desired output is If we want to train a
multllayered network, in which not only the deepestlayer cells but also the intermediate-layer cells should
have their input lnterconnectlons reinforced, the conventlonal training method used for the perceptron is
not suited This is because we do not know how the
"teacher" should give instructions to the intermediatelayer cells, whose desired responses cannot simply be
determined only from the mformatlon about the
category to which the stimulus pattern should be
classified
One of the authors, Fukushima, formerly proposed
a new algorithm for self-organization which can be
effectively applied even to a multilayered network This
algorithm is based on the principle that only
maximum-output cells have their input tntercon-
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nections reinforced, and no instructions from a
"teacher" are necessary The "cognitron"(6 7) is a multilayered network, m which this algorithm is employed
The self-organization of the cognitron is performed by
unsupervised learning, a "learning-without-a-teacher"
process A computer simulation demonstrated that the
cognitron had a much higher capabthty for pattern
recognition than the three-layered perceptron
However, the cognltron, as with the three-layered
perceptron, does not have the capabihty to correctly
recogmze position-shifted or shape-distorted patterns
the same pattern presented at a different posmon is
usually recogmzed as a different pattern by the conventional cognltron
The "neocognitron", which will be discussed m this
paper, ~s an improved version of the conventional
cognltron and has the capability to recognize stimulus
patterns correctly, even if the patterns are shifted in
position or distorted in shape
The self-organization of the neocognitron is also
performed by unsupervised learning only repetmve
presentation of a set of stimulus patterns is necessary
for the self-organization of the neocognltron and no
reformation about the categories to which these
patterns should be classified is needed The neocognltron acquires the ablhty to classify and correctly
recognize these patterns by itself, according to the
differences m their shapes any pattern which we
human belngsjudge to be alike are alsojudged to be of
the same category by the neocogmtron The neocognltron recognizes stimulus patterns correctly without
being affected by shifts in position or even by considerable distortions in shape of the stimulus patterns
The neocognltron has a hierarchical structure The
information of the stimulus pattern given to the input
layer of the neocognltron is processed step by step m
each stage of the multdayered network a cell in a
deeper stage generally has a tendency to respond
selectively to a more complicated feature of the
stimulus patterns and, at the same time, has a larger
receptive field* and ~s less sensitive to shifts in position
of the stimulus patterns Thus, each cell in the deepest
stage responds only to a specific stimulus pattern
without being affected by the position or the size of the
stimulus patterns
2 CELLSEMPLOYEDIN THE NEOCOGNITRON

characteristics analogous to a biological neuron, if we
consider that the output signal of the cell corresponds
to the instantaneous firing frequency of the actual
biological neuron
In the neocognltron, we use four different k i d s of
cells, me, S-cells, C-cells, Vs-cells and Vc-cells As a
typical example of these cells, we will first discuss the
characteristics of an S-cell
As shown in Fig 1, an S-cell has a lot of mput
terminals, either excitatory of inhibitory If the cell
receives signals from excitatory input terminals, the
output of the cell will increase On the other hand, a
signal from an inhibitory input terminal will suppress
the output Each input terminal has its own interconnecting coefficient whose value is positive Although the cell has only one output terminal, it can
send signals to a number of input termmals of other
cells
An S-cell has an inhibitory input which causes a
shunting effect (6 7) Let u(1), u(2),
, u(N) be the
excitatory inputs and v be the inhibitory mput The
output w of this S-cell is defined by

,=i
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where a(v) and b represent the excitatory and inhibitory interconnecting coefficients, respectively The
function ~o[ ] Is defined by the followmg equation

q,[x] =

(,c < 0)'

(2)

Let us further discuss the characteristics of this cell
Let e be the sum of all the excitatory inputs weighted
with the Interconnecting coefficients and h the inhibitory input multiplied by the interconnecting coef-

ficient,
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E q u a t i o n (1) can n o w be w r i t t e n as
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When the inhibitory mput is small (h << 1), we have
- hi, which coincides with the characteristics

w = ~o[e

Before discussing the structure of the neocognltron,
let us discuss the characteristics of the cells employed
in it
All the cells employed in the neocognltron are of
analog type 1e, the input and output signals of the
cells take non-negative analog values Each cell has

o

,

U(N)
~>,

* The "receptwe field" of a cell is defined as an area on the
mput layer such that a stimulus presented there gives some
effect on the response of the cell In other words, it is the area
from which some mformatmn is transrmtted, either directly or
m&rectly, to the cell

w=~,[xl

•
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Fig 1 Input-to-outputcharactensticsofanS-cell A typmal,
example of the cells employed in the neocogmtron
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of the conventional analog-threshold-element (s) For a
system like the neocogmtron, where the interconnectmg coefficients a(v) and b increase unboundedly as
learning progresses, the employment of elements such
as analog-threshold-elements is not suitable because
their outputs may increase without bound In the cell
employed here, however, if the interconnecting coefficients increase and we have e >> I and h >> 1, equatton
(5) reduces approximately to w = go[e/h - 1], where
the output w is determined by the ratio e/h and not by
the difference e - h Therefore, even ff the interconnecting coefficaents increase with learning, the
output of the cell approaches a certain value without
divergence, so long as both the excitatory mterconnectmg coefficients a(v) and the inhibitory interconnecting coefficient b increase at the same rate
Let us observe the input-to-output relation of the
cell in the case where the excitatory and inhibitory
inputs vary in proportion If we write
e = ax,

h=r/x,

and If e > r/holds, equation (5) can be transformed as
X

w = (~ -

r / ) ] + r/x

_~,-r/2r/

{l+tanh(~logr/x))(6)

Th~s input-to-output relation coincides w~th the logarithmic relation expressed by Weber-Fechner's low on
which an S-shaped saturation, expressed by tanh is
superposed The same expressmn is often used as an
empirical formula in neurophyslology and psychology
to approximate the nonlinear input-to-output relations of the sensory systems of animals
The cells other than S-cells also have characteristics
similar to those of S-cells The mput-to-output characteristics of a C-cell are obtained from equation (5) if we
replace ¢p[ ] with ~[ ], where ~[ ] 1s a saturation
function defined by
~
,Ix]

=

~ +

0

(x > 0)
~

=

I?¢ < O)

(7)

The parameter c( is a positive constant which determines the degree of saturation of the output In the
computer simulation discussed in Section 6, we chose
=05
S-cells and C-cells are excitatory cells, l e, the output
terminals of these cells are connected only to excitatory input terminals of other cells
On the other hand, Vs-cells and Vc-cells are inhibitory cells, whose output terminals are connected
only to inhibitory Input terminals of other cells A Vscell has only excitatory input terminals and the output
of the cell is proportional to the sum of all the inputs
weighted with the interconnecting coefficients That is,
a Vs-cell yields an output proportional to the (weighted) arithmetic mean of its inputs
A Vc-cell also has only excitatory input terminals,
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but its output is proportional to the (weighted) rootmean-square of ItS input Let u(l), u(2), , u(N) be the
inputs to a Vc-cell and c(1), c(2),
, c(N) be the
interconnecting coefficients of its input terminals The
output w of this Vc-cell is defined by

w =

J,

~

(8)

c(v) u2lv)

3. STRUCTURE OF T H E NETWORK

As shown In Fig 2, the neocognltron consists of a
cascade connection of a number of modular structures
preceded by an input layer U o Each of the modular
structures is composed of two layers of cells, namely a
layer Us consisting of S-cells, and a layer U c consisting
of C-cells* In the neocognltron, only the input
lnterconnections to S-cells are variable and modifiable
and the input lnterconnectlons to other cells are fixed
and unmodifiable
The input layer Uo consists of a photoreceptor
array The output of a photoreceptor is denoted by
uo(n) where n l S the two-dimensional co-ordinates
m&catmg the location of the cell
S-cells or C-cells in any single layer are sorted into
subgroups according to the optimum stimulus features
of their receptwe fields Since the cells in each subgroup
are set m a two-dimensional array, we call the
subgroup a "cell-plane" We will also use the terminology S-plane and C-plane, representing cell-planes
consisting of S-cells and C-cells, respectively
It is determined that all the cells m a single cell-plane
have input mterconnections of the same spatial distribution and only the posmons of the preceding cells
from which their input lnterconnectlons come are
shifted in parallel This situation is illustrated m Fig 3
Even in the process of learning, m which the values of
the input lnterconnectlons of S-cells are vaned, the
variable lnterconnectlons are always modified under
this restriction
We will use the notation Us,(kz, n) to represent the
output of an S-cell in the /,t-th S-plane m the /-th
module, and uc~(k z, n) to represent the output of a Ccell in the ki-th C-plane in that module, where n is the
two-dimensional co-ordinates representing the position of these cells' receptwe fields on the input layer
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram dlustratlng the
lnterconnectlons between layers Each tetragon drawn
with heavy lines represents an S-plane or a C-plane and
each vertical tetragon drawn with thin lines, in which SUo

[t'Us~"

-

q 7

)Uc~ ,

,t'Us2

....

1 7-

)Uc2 ,
"~

~'Us3

;

)UcaT-----

varlab[e i n t e r c o n n e c t l o n s
fixed rater connechons

Fig 2 The hierarchical structure of the neocogmtron
* S-cells and C-cells are named after simple cells and
complex cells m physiological terms, respectwely
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planes or C-planes are enclosed, represents an S-layer
or a C-layer
In Fig 4, for the sake of slmphclty, only one cell is
shown in each cell-plane Each of these cells receives
Input lnterconnectlons from the cells within the area
enclosed by the ellipse in its preceding layer All the
other cells in the same cell-plane have input lnterconnectlons of the same spatial distribution and
only the posmons of the preceding cells, to which their
input terminals are connected, are shifted in parallel
from cell to cell Hence, all the cells in a single cellplane have receptive fields of the same function but at
different posmons
Since the cells in the network are interconnected in a
cascade as shown in Fig 4, the deeper the layer is, the
larger becomes the receptwe field of each cell of that
layer The density of the cells in each cell-plane is so
determined as to decrease in accordance with the
increase m the s~ze of the receptive fields Hence, the
total n u m b e r of the cells in each cell-plane decreases
with the depth of the cell-plane in the network In the
deepest module, the receptive field of each C-ceU
becomes so large as to cover the whole input layer and
each C-plane is so determined as to have only one Ccell
As mentioned in Section 2, the S-cells and C-cells are
excitatory cells Although it is not shown in Fig 4, we
also have Inhibitory cells, namely, Vs-cells in S-layers
and Vc-cells in C-layers
Here we will describe the outputs of the cells m the
network with numerical expressions
As was discussed in Section 2, S-cells have inhibitory
inputs with a shunting mechanism The output of an Scell of the k,-th S-plane in the l-th module is given by

interconnectlons from the same cells as Ust(k ~, n) does,
and yields an output proportional to the weighted
root-mean-square of its Inputs

Vct_l(n ) =

k~ ,=l ~s,

r,

l+l+r~

bz(kl) v a -

l(n)

where ~o[ ] is a function defined by equation (2)
before In the case of l = 1 in equation (9), Uc~-1
(kl- 1, n) stands for uo(n) and we have K t_ 1 = l
Here, at(kl_ ~. v, kt) and bl(kt) represent the values of
the excitatory and inhibitory variable interconnecting
coefficients, respectively As described before, all the Scells m the same S-plane have an identical set of input
lnterconnectlons Hence, at(kt_ i, v, kt) and bl(kt) do not
contain any argument representing the position n of
the receptive field of the cell ust(kt, n)
Parameter r~ in equation (9) controls the intensity of
the Inhibition The larger the value of r~ IS, the more
selective becomes the cell's response to its specific
feature A more detailed discussion on the response of
S-cells will be given in Section 4 2
The inhibitory cell v~t_~(n), which IS sending an
Inhibitory signal to cell ust(kt, n), receives its input
*The notation bt(k~) in this paper corresponds to 2bt(k~)m
the previous papers by Fukushtma (I-3)

u2a_l (kt_ . n + v)
(1o)

The values of fixed interconnecUons c,_ i(v) are determined so as to decrease monotonically with respect
to Iq and to satisfy

KI-t

Z q_,(v)= 1

(1l)

k~ 1= 1 ~'~Si
The size of the connecting area S~ of these cells is set to
be small in the first module and to increase with the
depth l
The lnterconnectlons from S-cells to C-cells are
fixed and ummodifiable As illustrated in Fig 4, each
C-cell has input lnterconnectlons leading from a group
of S-cells m the S-plane preceding it (x e, in the S-plane
with the same k r n u m b e r as that of the C-cell) This
means that all of the S-cells in the C-cell's connecting
area extract the same stimulus features but from
slightly different positions on the input layer The
values of the lnterconnections are determined in such a
way that the C-cell will be activated whenever at least
one of these S-cells IS actwe Hence, even if a stimulus
pattern which has elicited a large response from the Ccell is shifted a little in position, the C-cell will still keep
responding as before, because another neighboring Scell in ItS connecting area will become active instead of
the first In other words, a C-cell responds to the same
stimulus feature as the S-cells preceding it, but is less
sensitive to a shift in position of the stimulus feature

I 1+ gl-~
~ ~ al(kt-l,v, kl) u a _ x ( k t _ a , n + v )
us~(kl, n) = r, ~o

~ q_l(v)
xI k~ ~=1 veSt

-1

(9)*
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~ o O ~ O
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~O-u~ O 0 0 ~ 00 u
Io00000000000
1000 ~ 0000 ~ J

Fig 3 Illustration showing the input lnterconnectlons to the
cells of an arbitrary cell-plane
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Fag 4 Schemauc diagram illustrating the mterconnectmns between layers m the neocognltron
Quantltatwely, the output of a C-cell of the k~-th
C-plane in the l-th module is given by

Uct(kl, n) = t//

1 + ~ dz(v) Usl(kl,n + v )
,co,
1 + Vs,(n)
(12)

where ~k[ ] is a function defined by equation (7)
The inhibitory cell Vsl(n), which sends inhibitory
signals to this C-cell and makes up the system of lateral
inhibition, yields an output proportmnal to the
(weighted) arithmetic mean of its inputs
1

K,

Vs,(n)=~ ~ ~ d,(v) Us,(k,,n+v)

(13)

k t = 1 v~D~

In equations (12) and (13), the values of fixed
mterconnectlons d~(v) are determined so as to decrease
monotomcally with respect to [v l, as with q(v) The size
of the connecting area D~ ~s set to be small in the first
module and to increase with the depth l

those S-cells which have yielded large outputs, but the
number of the representatwes ~s so restricted that more
than one representatwe should not be chosen from any
single S-plane The detailed procedure for choosing the
representatwes is gwen in Sectmn 4 2
For a representative S-cell, only the input interconnections through which non-zero s~gnals are coming
are reinforced With this procedure, the representative
S-cell becomes selectwely responswe only to the sumulus feature which is now presented A detailed
&scusslon on S-cell response will appear m Section 4 3
All the other S-cells m the S-plane, from which the
representative is chosen, have their input mterconnect~ons reinforced by the same amounts as those for
their representative These relations can be quantltatwely expressed as follows
Let cell Usl(~'l,fi) be chosen as a representative The
varmble mterconnectlons at(kl- ~, v, ~l) and bl(/~l)which
are incoming to the S-cells of this S-plane, are reinforced by the amount shown below
Aat(kl_ l, v,/~t) = ql q_~(v) ucl_l(kl_l, li + v),

4

SELF-ORGANIZATION

OF THE

NETWORK

4 1 Reinforcement of varzable mterconnecttons
The self-organization of the neocogmtron ~s performed by means of unsuperwsed learning, "learning
w~thout a teacher" During the process of selforgamzatlon, the network ~s repeatedly presented w~th
a set of stimulus patterns to the input layer, but it does
not recewe any other information about the category
of the stimulus patterns
As was discussed in Section 3, all the S-cells m a
single S-plane should always have input mterconnectmns of the same spatial dlStrlbutmn but from
different positions In order to modify the varmble
mterconnectlons always keeping th~s restnctmn, we
use the following procedure
At first, several "representative" S-cells are chosen
from each S-layer every time that a stimulus pattern is
presented The representatwes are chosen from among

Ab~(~l) = qt " Vcz- 1 (fi),

(14)
(15)

where q~ ~s a posmve constant which determines the
speed of increment
The cells in the S-plane from which no repre-

-~

~ ~

S-layer

~S-plane
S-column

Fig 5 Relation between S-planesand S-columnswithin an Slayer
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sentatlve is chosen, however, do not have their Input
lnterconnectmns varied at all
The choice of mltml values of the variable lnterconnectlons has httle effect on the performance of
the neocogmtron, provided that they are small and are
determined in such a way that each S-plane has a
different set of lmtlal values for ~ts input lnterconnectlons In the computer simulation discussed in
Section 6, the initial values of the excitatory variable
mterconnectmns at(kt_l, v, kt) are set to be small
posltwe values in such a way that each S-cell has a very
weak orientation slectlvlty and that its preferred
orlentatmn differs from S-plane to S-plane That is, the
mltml values of these variable lnterconnectlons are
given by a function of v, (k,/Kt) and Ikl_ 1/K t_ 1 kjKtl, but they do not have any randomness The
initial values of inhibitory varmble lnterconnectlons
bl(kz) are set to be zero

42

Choosing the representattves

The procedure for choosing the representatwes is as
follows First, in an S-layer we pick up a group of Scells whose receptwe fields are situated within a small
area on the input layer If we arrange the S-planes of an
S-layer in the manner shown in Fig 5, such a group of
S-cells constitutes a column in an S-layer Accordingly,
we call the group an "S-column" An S-column
contains S-cells from all the S-planes, 1 e an S-column
contains various kinds of feature-extracting cells in it,
but the receptive fields of these cells are situated almost
at the same positron There are a lot of such S-columns
m a single S-layer Since S-columns overlap with each
other, there is a posslblhty that a single S-cell is
contained in two or more S-columns
F r o m each S-column, every time that a stimulus
pattern is presented, the S-cell which is yielding the
largest output is chosen as a can&date for the representatwe Hence, there is a posslblhty that a number of
candidates appear m a single S-plane If two or more
candidates appear m a single S-plane, only the one
which is yielding the largest output a m o n g them is
chosen as the representatwe from that S-plane In case
only one can&date appears in an S-plane, the can&date is u n c o n d m o n a l l y determined as the representatwe from that S-plane If no candidate appears m
an S-plane, no representative is chosen from that Splane
Since the representatives are determined in this
manner, each S-plane becomes selectively sensmve to
one of the features of the stimulus patterns and there is
no possibility of the formation of redundant connections such that two or more S-planes are used for
the detection of one and the same feature Incidentally,
representatives are chosen from only a small number of
S-planes at a time, the rest of the S-planes producing
representatives when other stimulus patterns are
presented

4 3 Response of an S-cell
In this section, we discuss how each S-cell comes to

respond selectively to differences in stimulus patterns*
Since the structure between two adjoining modules
~s similar in all parts of the network, we observe the
response of an arNtrary S-cell usl (kl, n) as a typical
example Figure 6 chows the lnterconnectlons converging on such a cell For the sake of slmphclty, we will
omit the suffixes S and I = 1 and the arguments kt and
n and represent the response of this cell simply by u.
Sxmdarly, we will use the notatmn v for the output of
the inhibitory cell Vco (n), which sends lnhlNtory
signals to cell u For the other variables, the arguments
k, and n and suffixes S, C, l and l - 1 will also be
omitted
Let p(v) be the response of the cells of layer U o
s~tuated m the connectable area of cell u, so that

p(v) = uo(n + v)

(16)

In other words, p(v) is the stimulus pattern (or feature)
presented to the receptwe field of cell u
With this notatmn equatmns (9) and (10) can be
written

u=r

q~

- -+i+r

1

,

(17)

b v

v = ~ / ~ c ( v ) p2(v)

(18)

When cell u is chosen as a representative, the increments of the variable lnterconnectlons are derived from
equations (14) and (15), i e.,
As(v) = q c(v) p(v),
Ab = q v

(19)
(20)

Let s be defined by

Y a(v) p(v)
s -

*

(21)

b v

Then equation (17) reduces, approximately, to
bt=r

-r

q)

(22)

s - 1

provided that a(v) and b are suffimently large
Let us suppose that cell u has been chosen N-times
as a representatwe for the same stimulus pattern p(v)
Uo

Us1

•

cells
~ excitatory
0-

p(v

,nh,b,tory

,nterconnect,ons
"-~

exc,t~t.ory

varl&Dle
mh,~,t.ory
vart~iol@

excitatory
flxea

Fzg 6 Interconnectlons converging to an S-cell
* The analysis for the conventional r m s -cogmtron tT) can
be apphed to our neocogmtron w~th a small mo&ficatlon
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= P(v) We also suppose that no other cell has been
chosen as a representatwe from the S-plane m which
cell u is located Assuming that the lmtml values of the
variable mterconnectlons are small enough to be
neglected, we obtain
a(v) = Nq c(v) P(v)
b = N q x / ~ c(v ) p2(v)

(23)
(24)

Substituting equatmns (18), (23) and (24) mto equation
(21), we obtain

~c(v) P(v) p(v)
s=

v

(25)

~'~C(V) p 2 ( v ) ~ / ~ c ( v ) p 2 ( v )
If we regard p(v) and P(v) as vectors, equation (25)
can be interpreted as the (weighted) tuner product of
the two vectors normahzed by the norms of both
vectors In other words, s gives the cosine of the angle
between the two vectors p(v) and P(v) in the multldlmensmnal vector space Therefore, we have s = 1 only
when p(v) = P(v) and we have s < 1 for all patterns
such that p(v) v~ P(v) This means that s becomes
maximum for the learned pattern and becomes smaller
for any other pattern
Consider the case when N is so large that Nq >> 1 In
this case, equation (22) holds
When an arbitrary pattern p(v) is presented, ff it
satisfies s > r/(r + 1), we have u > 0 by equatmn (22)
Conversely, for a pattern which makes s <= r/(r + 1),
cell u does not respond We can interpret this by saying
that cell u judges the similarity between patterns p(v)
and P(v) using the criterion defined in equatmn (25),
and that ~t responds only to patterns judged to be
slmdar to P(v) Incidentally, ffp(v) = P(v), we have s =
1 and consequently u = 1
Roughly speaking, during the self-orgamzatmn process, patterns p(v) which saUsfy s > r/(r + 1) are taken
to be of the same class as P(v) and patterns p(v) which
make s <= r/(r + 1) are assumed to be of different
classes from P(v)
The patterns which are judged to be of different
classes will possibly be extracted by the cells m other Splanes
Since the value r/(r + 1) tends to 1 with increase oft,
a larger value of r makes the cell's response more
selectwe to one specific pattern or feature In other
words, a large value of r endows the cell with a high
ability to d~scrlmlnate patterns of different classes
However, a higher selectlwty of the cell response is not
always desirable, because it decreases the ablhty to
tolerate the deformation of patterns Hence, the value
of r should be determined at a point of compromise
between these two contradictory condmons
In the Appendix we will gave some numerical
examples and further explain how the select~wty of the
cell is controlled by parameter r.
In the above analys~s, we supposed that cell u is
trained only for one particular pattern P(v) However,
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this does not necessarily mean that the trmmng pattern
sequence should consist of the repetition of only one
pattern P(v) Once the self-orgamzatlon of the network
progresses a httle, each cell in the network becomes
selectwely responsive to one particular pattern Hence,
even ff patterns other than P(v) appear in the training
pattern sequence, they usually do not ehc~t any
response from cell u unless they closely resemble P(v)
Hence, they do not have any effect on the reinforcement of the input mterconnectlons of u Thus, among
many patterns in the training-pattern sequence, only
pattern P(v) effectwely works for the training of cell u
In the above dlscussmn we also assumed that the
stimulus pattern ~s always presented at the same
position m the input layer and consequently that the
representatwe from an arbitrary S-plane, tf any, is
always the same cell Actually, however, this restnctmn
~s not necessary for our d~scussmn We have the same
results even ff the positron of presentation of the
sUmulus pattern varies each time We can explain th~s
as follows If the sUmulus pattern ~s presented at a
d~fferent posmon, another cell m that S-plane will
become the representatwe, but the position of the new
representatwe relatwe to the stimulus pattern will
usually be kept as before On the other hand, according
to the algorithm of self-organization d~scussed in
Section 4 1, all the S-cells in that S-plane have their
input mterconnectlons modified in the same manner as
their representatwe of the moment Hence, the shift m
posmon of the sUmulus pattern does not affect the
result of self-organlzatmn of the network
The above dlscussmn xs not restricted to S-cells of
layer Usi Each S-cell m succeeding modules shows a
slrmlar type of response, xf we regard the response of
the C-cells m their connectable area in the preceding
layer as its input pattern

4 4 The temporal progress ofself-orgamzanon
In order to help the understanding of the algorithm
of self-organization we will gave a simple example and
explain how the reinforcement of the network progresses "without-a-teacher"
As is seen from the discussions in the above sections,
the fundamental rule for self-orgamzatlon of the
neocognltron, as with that of the conventional cognltron, hes in the principle that only maximum-output
cells have their input lnterconnectlons reinforced We
will first explain this principle using a slmphfied
network
Let us consider the network shown in Fig 7[a-] This
network consists of only nine photoreceptor cells, one
inhibitory cell and three S-cells These S-cells are
named A, B and C The structure of the mterconnectlons convergang to each of the three S-cells are
identical to the network of Fig 6 We will explain how
the self-organization progresses if three training patterns, say vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines as
shown m Fig 7[b] (1)-(nl), are presented by turns The
excitatory variable lnterconnectlons have very small
positive initial values, while the initial values of the
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inhibitory mterconnectlons are zero Hence, if the
vertical line shown in Fig 7[b] (1) is first presented to
the photoreceptor array, all the S-cells yleld very small
but non-zero posltwe outputs Among these three Scells we choose the one which is yielding the maximum
output Let this cell be, say, cell A Cell A has its input
mterconnectlons reinforced according to equations
(19) and (20), xe, the lnterconnectxons from cells P2, P5,
P8 and v, through which non-zero input signals are
coming to cell A, are reinforced It should be noticed
that not only the excitatory mterconnect~ons but also
the mhlb~tory mterconnectlon is reinforced If the
value of parameter q m equations (191 and (20)is large
enough, compared to the lnltml values of the varmble
mterconnectlons, cell A acqmres, after only this single
training, selectwe responsiveness to this vertical hne
Next, let a horizontal hne shown in Fig 7[b](n) be
presented Since cell A has already come to respond
selectively to a vertical hne, ~t does not respona to the
horizontal line, provided the value of parameter r is not
too small Only cells 13 and C yield non-zero output
this time Let the maximum-output cell among these
be, say, cell C This time, cell C has its input lnterconnectlons reinforced according to equations (19)
and (20) and acqmres selectwe responsweness to the
horizontal line
Let the next training pattern be the diagonal line
shown m Fig 7[b](m) Since cells A and C have already
become selectively responsive to vertical and horizontal hnes, respectwely, the rest of the cells, i e, cell B,
yields a non-zero output to the diagonal hne Hence,
cell B has Its input mterconnectlons reinforced and
becomes selectively responsive to the dmgonal hne
If the next training pattern be, say, a horizontal line
again, only cell C, which has once been reinforced to
the horizontal hne, is actwated Hence, cell C has its
input lnterconnect~ons reinforced to the horizontal
line again and the selectwlty to the horizontal hne
becomes more stable
In the above example, we assumed that the training
patterns were presented m the sequence order, vertical,
horizontal, diagonal,
We obtain the same result for
self-organization, even if the ~dentlcal training pattern
appears successwely m the training sequence, say
vertical, vertical, horizontal,
Let cell A be the
maximum output cell and let it be chosen to be
reinforced on the first presentation of a vertical line It
IS a matter of course that cell A again yields the
maximum output among the three when the verUcal
line is again presented as the second training pattern
Hence, the same cell A is again reinforced to the
vertical hne In other words, there is no posslblhty that
two or more cells could be reinforced to the same
training pattern, even if the same training pattern is
successively presented to the network
If the number of &fferent training patterns is four or
more, none of the S-cells yleld a posltwe output to the
fourth training pattern, because cells A, B and C have
already been reinforced and have acquired selective
responsiveness to the first three training patterns
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Fig 7 Illustrahons for the progress of self-orgamzatmn (a),
Slmphfied network explaining the algorithm of selforgamzatlon (b), Someexamplesof the stimuluspattern used
to tram the network of (a)
Consequently, no S-cell can be reinforced to the fourth
training pattern in a network which has only three Scells Hence, m designing a network such as Fig 7[a]
we have to prepare a greater number of S-cells th an the
number of &fferent training patterns to be recogmzed
In designing the whole system of the neocogmtron, the
number of S-planes in layer Usl should be larger than
the number of d~fferent sUmulus features contained in
the stimulus patterns to be recognized This wdl be
further discussed in Section 5 In the computer simulation discussed in Section 6, the number of S-planes m
layer Us1 is 24
As can be seen from the above examples, once an Scell has been trained to one particular pattern the cell
usually does not respond to any other patterns which
are judged to be different from the former one by the
criterion defined in SecUon 4 3 and the Appendix
Consequently, the cell usually cannot be reinforced to
a new pattern and will preserve the same response
characteristics In a special situation, however, at as
possible to make the cell come to respond to a
completely new pattern This can be performed if we
change ~ts response characteristics little by httle as
shown m the next example
Suppose cell A is first remforced to pattern (1) in Fig
7[b] It is assumed that the value of parameter r is
chosen m such a way that cell A responds also to
pattern (iv) but not to pattern (v) (Further discussions
on the choice of the value of r appear m the Appendix)
Hence, if training pattern (w) is presented next, cell A
yields a small but non-zero output If no other cell has
yet been trained to pattern (iv), cell A ~s probably the
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maximum-output cell and consequently Is reinforced 4 2 is employed to choose the representative, i e, each
to pattern (w) If we repeat the presentation of pattern S-plane is divided into many subgroups and
(IV) many times, the response of cell A to pattern (iv) maximum-output cells are individually chosen from
gradually increases and becomes larger than that to these subgroups as candidates for the representatives
pattern (l) When the response to pattern (w) becomes and the representatives are chosen from these
large enough, after repeated reinforcement, cell A now candidates
comes to yield a non-zero output to pattern (v) because
When the reinforcement of the input interconpattern (v) has only one missing element compared to nections of layer Usa progresses to a certain extent and
pattern (w) (See Appendix) Hence, cell A can now be the response of layer Usx to each training pattern
reinforced to pattern (v), to which cell A did not becomes large and stable, the output from layer U( a,
respond at the beglnnmg Thus, we can gradually which is directly driven by the output from layer Usa,
change the response characteristics of a cell so as to now begins to trigger the reinforcement of the variable
make it respond to a considerably different pattern, ff interconnectlons between Uci ---, Us2 Incidentally,
the speed of variation of the training pattern is slow during the initial state of reinforcement when the
enough This situation resembles the phenomenon response characteristics of layer Usa are still unstable
which we experience in recognmon of a human face
and fluctuating, the output of layer Us1 is kept very
the face of a person gradually changes with time but we small because the input lnterconnectlons to the cells of
scarcely perceive the change if we see him every day
this layer are still very small and, consequently, the
We have explained how the self-organization is reinforcement of the lnterconnectlons between U~ 1
performed by means of the principle that only maxi- Us2 scarcely progresses On the other hand, when the
mum output cells have their input lnterconnect~ons response characteristics of layer Us1 become stable
reinforced In the neocogmtron, this prmclple is ap- after a certain degree of progress in learning, the peaks
plied only to the "representatwe cells" and the other of the response of layer Usa become large and
cells m~mic their representatives Let us compare the approach to value 1 0 and, consequently, the reinforcenetwork of Fig 7 and that of the neocogmtron The ment of the lnterconnectlons between Ucl ~ Us2
photoreceptor cells in Fig 7 correspond to cells of beggns to make rapid progress
Thus, it is important m the self-orgamzatlon of a
layer U0 in the neocognltron and cells A, B and C
correspond to S-cells of layer Usa, which have receptwe hierarchical multllayered network to retard the reinfields at the same position but belong to &fferent S- forcement of the interconnections to the succeeding
planes Actually, in the neocogmtron, each S-plane has layers until the response characteristics of the precedmany S-cells in parallel, each of which should have ing layers become stable What would occur if the
input interconnectlons of the same spatial distribution network were not designed m such a way 9 If some cells
as those of cell A, B or C
of layer U sl happen to yield strange outputs during the
Concerning the network of Fig 7, we have just initial stage of training, some cells of layer Us2 will be
explained the case in which the posmons of the reinforced so as to detect this strange response If this
receptwe fields of cells A, B and C coincide exactly and strange response does not appear In layer Us1 afterthe training patterns are always presented at the same wards, these Us2-cells which detect this strange reposition in these receptwe fields In the real muatlon of sponse become useless and wasteful In the neocogself-organization, however, the position of training- nltron, however, this defect is avoided, because the
pattern presentation is not fixed Nevertheless, the progress of self-organization of each layer in the
result of self-orgamzatlon is not affected at all Assume network is optimally controlled by the employment of
the case where a training pattern which can ehclt a analog cells with shunting inhibition and by the
maximum response from cell A, is not presented to the optimum choice of parameter q
receptive field of cell A but to the receptive field of, say,
It can be seen from the above discussions that
cell A', which belongs to the same S-plane as cell A In parameter q, which determines the speed of reinforcethis case, cell A' yields a larger output than cell A and ment, should be chosen as follows When we want to
reinforce a network which has only one layer of S-cells,
cell A' is chosen as the representative instead of cell A
Since all the ceils in the S-plane in which cells A and A' we can choose a large value of q, by which selfare situated have their input lnterconnections rein- organization of the network can be completed with
forced in the same manner as their representatwe, we only a single presentation of each training pattern On
have the same result of reinforcement w~thout ~t being the other hand, m the neocogmtron which has many
affected by whether the training pattern is presented to stages of modifiable layers (cf m the computer
the receptive field of cell A or A'
simulation in Section 6, we consider the network with
In the above explanation, we assumed that each three modifiable layers), the value of q should be small
enough to retard the build up of the outputs of the cells
training pattern contains only one stimulus feature
However, each training pattern usually contains many of each layer until the response characteristics of all the
different stimulus features in it Hence, in order to cells m the layer become stable Furthermore, during
perform an effective self-organization, it is necessary to the stage of self-orgamzation all the training patterns
choose numbers of representatives from each S-layer at should be evenly presented with a certain number of
a time Therefore, the technique discussed in Section repetitions, otherwise a decrease In value of q
p~
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becomes of httle avail Thus, self-orgamzatlon of the
neocogmtron progresses step by step from the front
layer, in the order Us1, Us2 , Usa
5 A ROUGH SKETCHOF THE WORKINGOF THE
NEOCOGNITRON
In order to help with the understanding of the
principles by which the neocognltron performs pattern
recognition, we will make a rough sketch of the
working of the network in the state after completion of
self-organization The description in this Section,
however, is not so strict, because the purpose of this
Section is only to show an outline of the working of the
network
First, let us assume that the neocognltron has been
self-orgamzed with repeated presentations of a set of
stimulus patterns such as "A", "B", "C" and so on In
the state when self-organization has been completed,
various feature-extracting cells are formed in the
network, as shown in Fig 8 (It should be noted that
Fig 8 shows only an example It does not mean that
exactly the same feature extractors as shown in this
figure are always formed in the network )
If pattern "A" is presented to the input layer Uo, the
cells in the network yield outputs as shown in Fig 8
For instance, the S-plane with kl = 1 in layer Us1
consists of a two-dimensional array of S-cells which
extract ^ -shaped features Since the stimulus pattern
"A" contains a ^-shaped feature at the top, an S-cell
near the top of this S-plane yields a large output as

shown in the enlarged dlustratlon m the lower part of
Fig 8
A C-cell m the succeeding C-plane (l e, the C-plane
m layer Uct with k t = 1) has mterconnectlons from a
group of S-cells m this S-plane For example, the C-cell
shown m Fig 8 has lnterconnections from the S-cells
situated wlthm the thin-hned circle and it is activated
whenever at least one of these S-cells yields a large
output Hence, the C-cell responds to a ^-shaped
feature situated in a certain area in the input layer and
its response is less affected by the shift in position of the
stimulus pattern than that of the preceding S-cells
Since this C-plane consists of an array of such C-cells,
several C-cells which are situated near the top of this Cplane respond to the ^ -shaped feature of the stimulus
pattern "A" In layer Uct,besides this C-plane, we also
have C-planes which extract features with shapes like
~, ~ a n d s o o n
In the next module, each S-cell receives signals from
allthe C-planesoflayer Ucl For example, the S-cellof
layer Us2 shown in Fig 8 receives signals from C-cells
within the thm-hned circles in layer Ucx Its input
lnterconnectlons have been reinforced in such a way
that this S-cell responds only when A-shaped, ,~shaped and ~,-shaped features are presented in its
receptive field with configuration hke ~ ,
Hence,
pattern "A" elicits a large response from this S-cell,
which is situated a little above the center of this Splane Even if the positional relation of these three
features is changed a little, this cell will still keep

^
Us~

Uc)

Us2

k1=~1
k1=~2

\ i

k)=4~
k1=~5
Fig 8 An example of the mterconnectzons between cells and the response of the cells after completion of the
self-organlzatzon
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responding, because the preceding C-cells are not so
sensmve to the posltmnal error of these features
However, ff the posltmnal relatmn of these three
features is changed beyond some allowance, this S-cell
stops responding This S-cell also checks the con&tmn
that other features such as ends-of-hnes, which are to
be extracted m S-planes m layer Usl with kl = 4, 5 and
so on, are not presented m ~ts receptwe field The
inhibitory Vc-cell, which makes inhibitory mterconnectmns to this S-cell of layer Us2, plays an important
role m checking the absence of such irrelevant features
Since operatmns of this kind are repeatedly apphed
through a cascade connectmn of modular structures of
S- and C-layers, each mdwldual cell m the network
comes to have a wider receptwe field m accordance
with the increased number of modules before it and, at
the same t~me, becomes more tolerant of shift m
positron and d~stortmn m shape of the input pattern
Thus, m the deepest layer, each C-cell has a receptwe
field large enough to cover the whole input layer and is
selectwely responswe only to one of the stimulus
patterns, say to "A", but its response ~s not affected by
shift m position or even by considerable &stortmn m
shape of the stimulus pattern Although only one cell
which responds to pattern "A" is drawn in Fig 8, cells
which respond to other patterns, such as "B", "C" and
so on, have also been formed m parallel m the deepest
layer
From these &scUSSlOnS, it nught be felt that an
enormously large number of feature-extracting cellplanes becomes necessary with an increase m the
number of input patterns to be recognized However,
this is not the case W~th an increase m the number of
input patterns, ~t becomes more and more probable
that one and the same feature is contained m common
m more than two &fferent kinds of stimulus pattern
Hence, each cell-plane, especmlly the one near the
input layer, wall generally be used m common for feature extractmn not from only one pattern but from
numerous kinds of patterns. Therefore, the requtred
number of cell-planes does not increase so much, in
spite of an increase m the number of patterns to be
recogmzed
We can summarize the &scussmn in this Sectmn as
follows The stimulus pattern is first observed mthm a
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narrow range by each of the cells m the first module
and several features of the stimulus pattern are extracted. In the next module, these features are combined by
observation over a shghtly larger range and higherorder features are extracted Operatmns of this kind
are repeatedly apphed through a cascade connectmn
of a number of modules In each stage of these
operatmns, a small amount of posmonal error is
tolerated The operatmn by which posltmnai errors are
tolerated httle by httle, not at a single stage, plays an
important role in endowing the network w~th an
ability to recognize even &storted patterns
6 COMPUTERSIMULATION

6 1 Parameters for the slmulanon
The network proposed here was simulated on a
digital computer In the computer simulation we consldered a seven layered network" Uo --, Us1 -) Ucl -)
Us2 ~ Uc2 ~ Uss --* Uca In other words, the
network has three stages of modular structures preceded by an input layer The number of ceU-planes K,
is equally 24 for all layers, Usl-Uc3 The other
parameters are hsted m Table 1
As can be seen from Table 1, the total number of Ccells m the deepest layer Uca is 24, because each Cplane has only one C-cell
The number of cells contained m a connectable area
St is always 5 x 5 for every S-layer Hence, the number
of excatatory input mterconnectaons* to each S-cell is
5 x 5 m layer Us1 and 5 x 5 x 24 m layers Us2 and Us3,
because layers Usz and Usa are preceded by C-layers
consisting of 24 cell-planes each Although the number
of cells contained m St is the same for every S-layer, the
size of St, which is projected to and observed at layer
U o, increases with the depth of the S-layer, because of
the decrease m the density of the cells m a cell-plane
6.2. Recogmnon of [we numerals
During the stage of learnmg in the first experiment,
five training patterns, "0", "1", "2", "3" and "4" (shown
* It does not necessardy mean that all of these input
mterconnectlons actually grow up and become effectwe In
usual s~tuatmns,only a part of these mterconnectmns come to
have large values, and the rest of them remain with small
values

Table 1 Parameters for the s~mulauon

Layer

Uo

Ucl
Us2
U(2
Us3
U(3

No of
exc cells
16 x
16 x
10 x
8×
6x
2x

16
16 x 24
10 x 24
8x24
6x24
2x24
24

No of exc
input raterconnections
per cell

5x5
5x5
5x5x24
5x5
5x5x24
2x2

Size of an
S-column
(No of cells
per S-column)

5x5x24

40

1

5x5x24

15

16

2×2x24

15

16
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abdlty to classify these patterns by itself, according to
the difference m their shape In th~s s~mulat~on, each of
the five trmnmg patterns was presented 20 times By
that t~me, self-organization of the network was almost
completed
Figure 10 collectwely shows how the lndlwdual cells
m the network came to respond to the five trammg
patterns In each of the pictures m F~g 10, out of the
seven cell-layers constituting the neocogmtron we
display only four layers, namely the input layer U o and
C-cell-layers U~I, Uc2 and Uc3, arranging them
vertically m order In the deepest layer Uc3, which ~s
displayed m the bottom row of each picture, ~t is seen
that a d~fferent cell responds to each stimulus pattern
"0", "1", "2", "3" and "4" Th~s means that the
neocognltron correctly recognizes these five stimulus
patterns
We will see, next, how the response of the neocogmtron ~schanged by a shift in the posmon of presentation
of the stimulus patterns F~gure 11 shows how the
mdwldual cells of layers Uo, U~ 1, U~ 2 and U~ 3 respond
to stimulus pattern "2" presented at four d~fferent
positions As can be seen in th~s figure, the responses of
the cells m the mtermedmte layers, especmlly the ones
near the input layer, vary with a shift in position of the
stimulus pattern However, the deeper the layer ~s, ~e,
the lower m each of the four p~ctures the layer is, the
smaller is the variation In response of the cells in it
Thus, the cells of the deepest layer Uc3 are not affected
at all by a shift m positron of the stimulus pattern Th~s
means that the neocogmtron correctly recogmzes the
stimulus patterns ~rrespectwe of thetr poslt~ons
The neocognltron recognizes the stimulus patterns

Fig 9 Some examples of the stimulus patterns which the
neocognltron recogmzed correctly The neocognltron was
first trained w~th the patterns shown m the leftmost column

in the leftmost column in F~g 9) were presented
repeatedly to the input layer Uo The pos~t~ons of
these training patterns were randomly shifted at every
presentation It does not matter, of course, if the
training patterns are presented always at the same
posxtxon On the contrary, self-orgamzatlon generally
becomes eas~er xfthe position of pattern presentation ~s
stationary rather than ff ~t is shifted at random Thus,
experimental results under more difficult condmons
are shown here
The learning was performed without-a-teacher and
the neocogmtron d~d not receive any mformat~on
about the categories of the training patterns
After repeated presentations of these five training
patterns, the neocogmtron gradually acqmred the
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Fig 11 Response of the cells of layers Uo, Uo, Uc2 and Uc3 to the same stimulus pattern "2" presented at
four &fferent posmons

correctly, even if the stimulus patterns are distorted m
shape or contaminated w~th no~se F~gure 9 shows
some examples of distorted sumulus patterns which
the neocogmtron recognized correctly All the patterns
in each row elmted the same response from the cells of
the deepest layer Uca Even though a stimulus pattern
was increased or d~mmished m size or was skewed in
shape, the response of the cells of the deepest layer was
not affected Similarly, the stimulus patterns were
correctly recogmzed even ff they were stained w~th
noise or had some parts missing
As an example of the feature extracting cells formed
m this network, Fig 12 displays the receptwe fields of
the cells of each of the 24 S-planes of layer Us1 In this
figure, the excitatory parts of the receptive fields are
indicated by the darkness of the cells m the picture The
arrangement of these 24 receptive fields m Fig 12 is
the same as that of the C-cells of layer Ucl m F~gs 10
and 11 Hence, m each display of Figs 10 and 11 It is
understood, for example, that the upper left C-plane of
layer Ucl extracts the horizontal line components
from the sumulus pattern

6 3 Some other e~per~ments
In order to check whether the neocognltron can
acquire the abd~ty for correct pattern recognmon, even

for a set of stimulus patterns resembhng each other,
another experiment was carried out In this experiment, the neocognitron was trained using four stimulus patterns, "X", "Y', "T" and "Z" These four
patterns resemble each other m shape the upper parts
of "X" and "Y" have an identical shape and the
diagonal hnes in "Z" and "X" have an ldenhcal
inclination, and so on After repetltwe presentataon of
these resembhng patterns, the neocognltron acqmred
the abdlty to discriminate between them correctly
In a third experiment, the number of the training
patterns was increased and ten different patterns, "0",
"1", "2", , "9", were presented during the process of
self-orgamzatlon Even m the case of ten tralnmg
patterns, it ts possible to self-organize the neocognltron so as to recognize these ten patterns correctly,
provided that various parameters in the network are
properly adjusted and that the tralnmg patterns are
skdlfully presented during the process of selforganizatmn In th~s case, however, a small devmtmn
of the values of the parameters or a small change in
the sequence of pattern presentauon has a critical
influence upon the abdlty of the self-organized network This means that the number of cell-planes m the
network 0 e , 24 cell-planes in each layer) is not
sufficient for the recognition often &fferent patterns If
the number of cell-planes was further increased, the
neocogmtron would steaddy, correctly recognize
these ten patterns, or even a much greater number of
patterns A computer simulation for the case of more
than 24 cell-planes m each layer, however, has not yet
been carried out, because of the lack of memory
capacity on our computer
7 DISCUSSION

Fig 12 Receptwe fields of the cells of each of the 24 S-planes
of layer Us~, which has finished learning

The "neocognltron" proposed m this paper has an
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ablhty to recogmze stimulus patterns w~thout being
affected by shifts m posmon or by considerable
distortions m shape of the stimulus patterns It also has
a function of self-organization, which progresses by
means of "learning-without-a-teacher" If a set of
stimulus patterns is repeatedly presented to it, it
gradually acqmres the abdlty to recogmze these patterns It ~s not necessary to give any reformation about
the categories to which these stimulus patterns should
be classified The performance of the neocogmtron was
demonstrated by computer s~mulatmn
One of the greatest, and long-standing, difficulties m
designing a pattern-recogmzlng machme was the
problem of how to cope with shafts m positaon and
&stort~ons an shape of the input patterns The neocogmtron proposed m this paper gives an important
solution to thas difficulty We would be able to vastly
improve the performance of pattern recognizers ff we
introduced this algorithm into the design of the
machines The same prmcaple could also be apphed to
au&tory reformation processing, such as speech recognmon, ff the spatial pattern (the envelope of the
v~bratlon) generated on the basilar membrane in the
cochlea as considered as the input signal to the
network
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the
neocognitron can be realized wath a multdayered
network When we want to build a neocogmtron with
hardware, however, the multllayered network is not
the only method for reahzatlon There are a variety of
methods for constructing hardware working with this
same algorithm For instance, the use of digital filters
combined with telewsaon-hke scanning as one of the
easily reahzable methods

SUMMARY

Suggested by the structure of the vasual nervous
system, a new algorithm is proposed for pattern
recognmon This algorithm can be reahzed with a
multdayered network consisting of cells of analog type
The network, whach is called a "neocognltron". Is selforgamzed by unsupervised learning only repetltwe
presentations of a set of stimulus patterns are necessary for the self-orgamzat~on of the network and no
information about the categoraes to whach these
patterns should be classified is needed The neocogmtron by itself acquares the abahty to recogmze stamulus
patterns according to the &fferences m their shapes
any patterns which we human beings judge to be ahke
are also judged to be of the same category by the
neocognitron The neocogmtron recogmzes stimulus
patterns correctly without beang affected by shifts m
posmon or even by considerable dastortaons m shape of
the stimulus patterns
The neocognatron is a multllayered network with a
hierarchical structure Specifically, it consasts of an
input layer (photoreceptor array) followed by a cascaded connection of a number of modular structures,

each of which is composed of a layer of "S-cells"
followed by a layer of "C-cells"
S-cells have varmble input anterconnectaons With
the progress of learning, these varaable anterconnectlons are modified and the S-cells develop into
feature extractors
Each C-cell has excitatory fixed anterconnectlons
leading from a group of S-cells All the S-cells m the
group extract the same feature but from dafferent
posmons on the mput layer and the C-cell as actavated
fiat least one of these S-cells is actave Hence, the C-cell
responds to the same feature as the S-cells preceding ~t
but is less sensmve to a shift m posmon of the feature
In the network consisting of a cascaded connection
of these modules, the stimulus pattern is first observed
within a narrow range by each of the cells m the first
module and several features of the stimulus pattern are
extracted In the next module, these features are
combined by observation over a little larger range and
higher order features are extracted Operations of th~s
kind are repeatedly apphed through a cascaded connectlon of a number of modules
In each of these stages of feature extraction, a small
amount of posmonal error as tolerated The operatxon
by whach posmonal errors are tolerated httle by httle,
not at a single stage, plays an Important role m
endowing the network with an abflaty to recogmze
even dastorted patterns
When a stimulus pattern as presented at a dafferent
posmon or is distorted m shape, the responses of the
cells in intermediate layers, especmlly the ones near the
input layer, vary w~th the shaft m posmon or the
deformation of the stimulus pattern However, the
deeper the layer as, the smaller become the varaat~ons m
the response of the cells Thus, the response of the cells
m the deepest layer is entirely unaffected by shifts m
posmon or by deformations of the stimulus pattern
The abdlty of the neocogmtron was demonstrated
by a computer s~mulation
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APPENDIX

Numerical examples for selectivity control
Using a concrete example, we will further explain how the
selectivity of the S-cell shown m Fig 6 is controlled by
parameter r We use the same notation as m Section 4 3 For
the sake of simplicity, we will consider the case where the
value of c(v) is chosen to be a constant and to be independent
of v It is also assumed that both P(v) and p(v) consist of
elements whose values are either 1 or 0 Let N be the number
of active elements (i e , the elements of value 1 ) in the tramlng
pattern P(v) Let us make an elementwmse comparison
between the stimulus pattern p(v) and the training pattern
P(v) Let n 1 be the n u m b e r of elements which have value zero
m P(v) but are active in p(v) Similarly, let n o be the n u m b e r of
elements which are active m P(v) but have value zero m p(v)
U n d e r these conditions, equation (25) reduces to the followmg equation
F/o

N
s -

(26)
HI

1+

-- n o

N

As was discussed in Section 4 3, lffparameter r is m the range s
> r/(r + 1), i e , m the range
l
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?1 o
--

N

r
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hi_no
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N
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(27)
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the S-cell, which has been reinforced to the training pattern
P(v), yields a posmve output also to pattern p(v)
We will give some numerical examples First, let us consider
the case which appeared in the example in Section 4 4 Let the
training pattern P(v) be the one shown in Fig 7[b](l) We
want to design a network in such a way that the S-cell which
has been reinforced to P(v) responds also to pattern (iv) of Fig
7[b] but not to pattern (v) Since pattern (1) has three actwe
elements, we have N = 3 Comparing pattern 0) with (w) and
(v), we have (nx, no) = (1, 0) and (1, 1), respectively Hence, in
order to make equation (27) hold for (nl, no) = (1, 0) but not
for (l, 1), parameter r should be in the interval 2 0 0 < r <
6 46 When parameter r is m this interval, we can easily see
that the cell which is reinforced to pattern (w)responds also to
pattern iv) in this case we have N = 4 and (ni, no) = (0, 1)
and equation (27) is satisfied when parameter r is in the range
r < 646
We will gwe another numerical example Consider an S-cell
of layer Usl, which appeared in the computer simulation of
Section 6 The S-cell has a receptive field consisting of 5 x 5
photoreceptor cells Let the training pattern be, say, a vertical
line of length 5 m the 5 x 5 array In this case, we have N = 5
The pairs of n l and no which satisfy equation (27)can easily be
calculated If we take r = 4 0, such pairs are only (hi, no) =
(1, 0), (0, 1) and (2, 0) Incidentally, for these pairs, we have s =
0 91, 0 89 and 0 85, respectively This means that a vertical line
which has one or two excessive elements or has one missing
element is judged to be of the same class as P(v) On the other
hand, a vertical hne w~th two missing elements, for example, a
vertical line consisting of only three active elements, is ludged
to be of a different class from the training pattern P(v)
Incidentally, for a vertical hne consisting of only three active
elements, we have s = 0 77
If we want to increase the selectwlty and to design a
network m such a way that the S-cell should yield output only
when (ni, no) = (1, 0) and (0, 1 ), parameter r should be m the
interval 5 4 6 < r < 847
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